GREEN SOLUTIONS AWARDS 2018

Bioelektra joined the Green Solutions initiative by Construction21 community - a social media dedicated to all professionals active in the sustainable building and city sector. The Construction 21 objective is to accelerate transition to green by facilitating innovation and best practices dissemination between practitioners, public authorities, researchers and academics.

One of the main Construction21 initiatives are the yearly Green Solutions Awards - prizes dedicated to the best eco-solutions implemented in buildings, infrastructures or districts. This year Bioelektra’s RotoSTERIL technology was nominated in the Infrastructure category and will be evaluated by Jury in Grand Prize and by the platform User’s in the User’s Choice Prize.

We encourage you to get involved in this valuable project and cast your vote to Rėžanki MHT Plant by Bioelektra:


You can vote until 10 September 2018.

You can learn more about the benefits of Bioelektra technology and its application in the sustainable development strategy here: http://bioelektra.com/